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Abstract
Experiments suggest that some form of hidden order, possibly related to field-induced
transitions, may be important for superconductivity in CeIrIn5 at atmospheric pressure
and in the very high-pressure phase of CeRhIn5 .

The relationship between magnetism and unconventional superconductivity is a recurring
theme in the study of heavy-fermion systems . As in several Ce-based materials [11, such
as CeCu2Si2, CeIn3, CePd2Si2 and CeRh2Si2, superconductivity in CeRhIn5 and CeCoIn5
also develops in proximity to antiferromagnetism . [2] However, this is not obviously the
case for the other member of this family of `115' materials CeIrIn5. Studies of the
pseudoternaries CeRhl_ .IrIn5 do find the emergence of antiferromagnetism for x < 0 .65,
but this composition is relatively far removed from x=1 and, furthermore, is separated by
x=0 .9, where superconductivity is strongly suppressed. [3] In spite of its apparent
`distance' from magnetism, the superconducting transition temperature of CeIrIn5 is a
dome-shaped, non-monotonic function of pressure. [4] Similar pressure dependences of T,
also are found in the other 115 members as well as in those Ce-based systems in which
superconductivity is induced as antiferromagnetism is suppressed by pressure .
Qualitatively, the dome-like dependence of ,(P) in these other materials reflects the
pressure-induced evolution of excitations, presumably antiferromagnetic in nature, that
are responsible for superconductivity.[1] These observations raise the question of what is
responsible for superconductivity in CeIrIn5 and its change with pressure . As we will
discuss, the superconductivity in CeIrIn5 may have an origin similar to that of a second
dome of superconductivity that is reported [5] for CeRhIn5 at pressures much higher than
those required to suppress antiferromagnetism and induce its first dome of
superconductivity .

Pressure-dependent measurements of Tc and the Neel temperature TN of CeRhl_,Irln5
find that both L and TN scale onto common curves for x<_0 .25, as shown in Fig . 1, if we
assume that Ir acts as chemical pressure given by PI4(GPa) 10x2 . Although this simple
scaling breaks down for larger Ir concentrations, reflecting additional effects of chemical
substitutions, an extrapolation of this relationship to x=1 implies that CeIrIn5 is under
roughly 10 GPa effective pressure relative to CeRhIn5 . Given the crudeness of this
extrapolation, this estimated effective pressure is close to that of -6 GPa where a second
dome of superconductivity emerges in CeRhIn5. [5] Further, the maximum Tc in the
second dome of CeRhIn5 is ;t; IK, less than half of the maximum value in the first dome



and close to the maximum L of CeIrIns . Within a scenario of spin-mediated
superconductivity [6], the lower Tc's of CeIrIn5 and of the high-pressure phase of
CeRhIns are consistent with more nearly 3-dimensional electronic structures and/or
magnetic fluctuations than in CeRhIn5 at P X2 .5 GPa or in CeCoIn5 at P=0 where their
T.'s exceed 2 K. This suggestion is supported by c-axis thermal expansion measurements
[7] on CeIrIn5 at P=0 which find a temperature dependence expected for 3-dimensional
fluctuations at an antiferromagnetic quantum-critical point and by the pressure-dependent
ratio of tetragonal lattice parameters c/a in CeRhIn5 [8] . In the later compound, c/a(P)
tracks T,(P) [9], but the magnitude of the maximum in c/a is smaller near 6 GPa than it is
at 2 .5 GPa where the first T, maximum appears .

There is a field-induced magnetic transition in CeIrIn5 near 40 T [ 10] and in CeRhIn5
near 50 T [11] . Specific heat and resistivity measurements on CeIrIn5 in fields along the
c-axis have established that the non-Fermi-liquid behavior of this compound is a
consequence of a quantum-critical point arising from its field-induced transition . [12]
Though the origin of the field-induced transitions in CeIrIn5 and CeRhIn5 remain to be
clarified, a reasonable speculation is that these transitions and their fluctuations play a
role in producing superconductivity in CeIrIn5 at P=0 and, by inference, in CeRhIn5 near
6 GPa. High-pressure, high-field studies of CeRhIn5 would help clarify its relationship to
CeIrIn5 . Revealing the order parameter, presently hidden, of the mean-field-like field-
induced transitions also would benefit our understanding of the normal and
superconducting states of these materials .
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Figure Captio n
Fig. 1 . Pressure dependence of the Neel (TN) and superconducting (T0) transitions in
CeRhl_XIr,,In5 . Data have been shifted by constant pressures PI, of 0, 0 .1, and 0.6 GPa for
x=0., 0 .1, and 0.25, respectively. Scaling found with these constant pressure shifts imply
PI1(GPa) 10x2 .
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